Robust alginate/hyaluronic acid thiol-yne click-hydrogel scaffolds with superior mechanical performance and stability for load-bearing soft tissue engineering
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Hydrogels based on hyaluronic acid (HA) exhibit great potential as tissue engineering (TE) scaffolds as a consequence of their unique biological features. Herein, we examine how the advantages of two natural polymers (i.e. HA and alginate) are combined with the efficiency and rapid nature of the thiol–ye click chemistry reaction to obtain biocompatible matrices with tailored properties. Our injectable click-hydrogels revealed excellent mechanical performance, long-term stability, high cytocompatibility and adequate stiffness for the targeted application. This simple approach yielded HA hydrogels with characteristics that make them suitable for applications as 3D scaffolds to support and promote soft tissue regeneration.

Hyaluronic acid (HA), an anionic, hydrophilic, nonsulfated glucosaminoglycan, is a key component of articular cartilage which is responsible for bearing compressive loads and providing lubrication, as well as playing a major role in biological signalling interactions. Among other processes, HA promotes cell migration and proliferation and facilitates the remodelling of the extracellular matrix (ECM) when interacting with the receptor CD44. Moreover, this polysaccharide has been reported as anti-inflammatory and chondroprotective (HA attenuates joint damage in arthritis), while recent evidence demonstrates its role in many processes involved in stem cell biology. In addition to its unique biological functions, HA is a natural, accessible polysaccharide, which diminishes any safety and commercially related concerns. Indeed, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved to market HA intra-articular products intended for treatment of knee osteoarthritis as medical devices. HA also degrades efficiently through enzymatic routes in the human body via hyaluronidase (HAs), which makes for its controlled clearance. Together, all these features make HA attractive as a substrate for customized biomedical devices, such as patch-type transdermal platforms for vaccination or chronic wound healing,

3D hydrogel scaffolds or drug delivery systems, as well as hydrogel models with spatiotemporal control of both stiffness and viscoelastic cell-instructive cues.

Polysaccharides in general satisfy several key properties as 3D cell scaffolds (i.e. affordability, structural support, and promotion of cell attachment, proliferation, and differentiation). Among those, alginate spontaneously forms gels in the presence of divalent cations through electrostatic interactions. In contrast, HA often requires chemical modifications to introduce functional groups that are then able to cross-link the HA-linked HA hydrogels. For instance, a recent work reported reactions that i.e. methane-ylic methacrylates, thiols, enzymes, amino acids (lysine or tyramine), galloyl conjugates, and Schiff’s bases, among others. In addition, supramolecular assembly of guest–host pairs produces physically-cross-linked HA hydrogels. For instance, a recent work reported the preparation of nano-micelle crosslinked methacrylated HA hydrogels with low swelling for potential cartilage repair. Similarly, the bioclick reaction toolbox (i.e. reactions that are quick, highly selective, versatile, high yielding, and take place in the presence of cells and/or biomacromolecules) has been explored to prepare HA-based hydrogels with the aim of applying one-step, aqueous-based, no-catalyst required cross-linking methods. However, despite the benefits obtained by these “click” synthetic routes, a series of unmet requirements needs to be addressed for load-bearing soft tissue regeneration, namely: (i) the mechanical performance under compressive loading requires at least compressive strength in the order of hundreds of kPa and a stiffness of ca. 24 kPa;
(ii) adequate swelling and degradation to enable long-term application; and (iii) their administration through minimally-invasive procedures (by injection). Indeed, injectable hydrogels represent attractive options for cartilage and bone tissue engineering (TE) approaches.38

Recently, we have reported the application of the nucleophilic thiol–yne addition reaction39 to prepare poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) hydrogels that display outstanding mechanical performance,40,41 non-swellable properties42 and the versatility to incorporate alginate-based networks, which renders them self-healing and stretchable,43 under physiological conditions (i.e. pH 7.4 at 37 °C). However, although this metal-free biorthogonal click reaction is highly suitable for hydrogel synthesis because of its efficiency and rapid nature,39 we have only applied it to obtain PEG-based hydrogels, which intrinsically lack cell adhesion capability and display low serum protein absorption. As reviewed by Means et al.,44 hydrogels that simultaneously mimic the hydration, strength, and stiffness of soft and load-bearing tissues have the potential to be used in a much broader range of biomedical applications. Therefore, herein, we envisaged that the thiol–yne click-reaction provided a straightforward and suitable approach, with few synthetic steps, to prepare robust click-hydrogels based on polysaccharides. Indeed, only when these three elements (i.e. HA, alginate, and thiol–yne click chemistry) are exploited simultaneously, does this powerful mechanism yield hydrogels with superior mechanical performance while fulfilling the requirements needed for our specific biological application, i.e. cartilage regeneration.

To investigate our strategy, polymer precursors were prepared bearing thiol and alkyne functionalities. Firstly, HA was modified with thiol moieties (HA-SH) following, in part, a literature procedure.19,20 As a result, HA-SH (Fig. 1A) was obtained in adequate yield (82% ± 8.7%) with a high degree of modification (39.7% ± 1.8% of the disaccharide units were functionalized with the thiol group, as determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy, Fig. S1, ESI†). All ten repetitions of this protocol displayed similar values, which highlights the robustness of this method and its reproducibility. Moreover, our modification procedure ensures that the resulting compound will undergo efficient chemical cross-linking (gelation) to produce click-hydrogels without compromising the inherent cell signaling capability of HA, which involves complex multivalent binding events between a minimum sequence of three HA disaccharide units and the cell receptor CD44.45,46 Secondly, alkyne-functionalized PEG precursors with different architecture (i.e. 2-arm, 3-arm, or 4-arm) were prepared as cross-linking units for the click-hydrogel network. The preparation of these compounds, which relies on highly efficient Fischer esterification, yielded materials with conversion values higher than 91% (Fig. S2–S5, Table S1†).

We carefully designed our HA-SH: alkyne click-hydrogels to meet the general technical requirements of cell-laden scaffolds for a 3D culture configuration, as recently established by

---

**Fig. 1** Preparation of ALG/HA-SH:21A click-hydrogels. Schematics illustrating the composition and cross-linking of the dense HA-SH: yne network (A) and the alginate-based network (B). (C) Photographs of as prepared click-hydrogels: HA-SH:21A (no alginate in the composition) and ALG/HA-SH:21A (NCL = not cross-linked with Ca2+; CL = cross-linked with Ca2+). (D) Schematics illustrating the preparation steps of ALG/HA-SH:21A click-hydrogels.
Diekjürgen and Grainger. Accordingly, several parameters, which included the alkyne-terminated PEG cross-linker (i.e. 2IA, 3IA, or 4IA), the polymer content (i.e. 1.5, 2.5, 5, or 10 wt%) and the weight ratio between HA-SH and the alkyne-terminated PEG (i.e. 50:50 or 75:25), were optimized to ensure (i) an enhanced residence time of the hydrogel network (natural HA has a short half-life of only a few days in subcutaneous implant) and (ii) the homogeneous distribution of encapsulated cells within the hydrogels. A detailed description of the optimization process, as well as additional data, are provided in the ESI (section 2.2 – Table S2 and S3, Scheme S1, and Fig. S6 and S7).

Optically transparent HA-SH: alkyne hydrogels were prepared with a solid content of 2.5 wt% and a HA-SH: alkyne weight ratio of 75:25 using 2IA as the alkyne cross-linker in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (pH 7.4) at room temperature (23 °C) – these hydrogels are denoted hereafter as HA-SH:2IA (Fig. 1). As determined by the vial tilt method, HA-SH:2IA hydrogels gelled within 2 minutes (118 ± 5 seconds) – this result was further confirmed by rheological characterization (Fig. S10†). Furthermore, in order to enhance the mechanical performance of the resulting click-hydrogels, we sought to form an interpenetrating polymer network (IPN) by the introduction of a second more flexible network based on alginate physically cross-linked with Ca²⁺ (Fig. 1B). Alginate was chosen as it can regulate the differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), in particular chondrogenesis. Hence, through another optimization process (refer to ESI for further details, section 2.2 – Fig. S8 and S9†), it was decided that alginate (2.8 wt%) would be mixed with the HA-SH before the gelation process, which takes place by adding the alkyne PEG precursor to HA-SH (Fig. 1D) – these hydrogels are denoted hereafter as ALG + HA-SH:2IA. When the alginate-based network is included into the system (2.8 wt%), the hydrogel turned opaque (Fig. 1C) and the gelation time of the hydrogel slightly increased to ca. 5 minutes, possibly as a consequence of the alginate chains interfering with the rapid covalent cross-linking of the thiol-yne network (Fig. S11A†).

We next verified the efficiency of the Ca²⁺ ionic cross-linking of the loose network by rheological characterization (Fig. S11B and Ct) and determined to immerse the ALG + HA-SH:2IA hydrogels for 10 minutes in the cross-linking solution (i.e. CaCl₂ 150 mM). The resulting hydrogels with both polymeric networks cross-linked are denoted hereafter as ALG/HA-SH:2IA (Fig. 1C and D). Overall, this configuration allows for an injectable system in which the thiol-yne network would be initially cross-linked in situ inside a knee defect, while the alginate-based network would be cross-linked in a second step by injecting the Ca²⁺ solution, making sure to cover the hydrogel, and thus avoiding the inconveniences of highly invasive implantation techniques.

ALG/HA-SH:2IA click-hydrogels displayed a gel faction (GF) of 78 ± 0.9%, which evidences the high efficiency of the cross-linking process. Moreover, their equilibrium water content (EWC, 96 ± 0.40%), an important parameter for the design of tissue engineering scaffolds, reveals a porous network able to retain large amounts of water, as well as favour the necessary diffusion of oxygen, nutrients, and other relevant biomolecules for encapsulated cells to grow and proliferate.

The mechanical performance of the click-hydrogels was assessed by uniaxial compression testing and improved once the non-covalently cross-linked network was introduced into the composition (Fig. S9†). Specifically, the maximum compressive strength increased from 17.5 kPa ± 1.33 kPa up to 1.4 MPa ± 0.55 MPa in the presence of the alginate-based network in the IPN, the strain at break now being ca. 97% (Fig. 2A). Not only did ALG/HA-SH:2IA hydrogels sustain higher compressive loads before breaking, they also displayed compressive Young’s moduli almost four times higher (67.5 kPa ± 13.9 kPa) than HA-SH:2IA (8.8 kPa ± 4.0 kPa). We relate the generic enhancement of the mechanical properties to the synergistic effect between the individual networks. HA-SH:2IA materials were extremely brittle as a consequence of the highly cross-linked nature of the dense thiol-yne network which was alone unable to withstand large deformation, typical of covalent mechanisms. These materials in fact started to break at lower strain values, in the range between 50 to 65% (Fig. S9†). In contrast, ALG/HA-SH:2IA hydrogels contain both covalent and non-covalent interactions that cooperatively were able to sustain the load, thus protecting the system. Furthermore, ALG/HA-SH:2IA hydrogels still retained their excellent mechanical behavior after being immersed in cell culture media (1.8 mM Ca²⁺) for 21 days provided the swelling factor (SF) is constant, although both the compressive strength (0.66 ± 0.55 MPa) (Fig. 2B) and the Young’s modulus (37.1 ± 12.9 kPa) appeared to decrease slightly during this time (Fig. 2C). Most importantly, under physiological conditions, our ALG/HA-SH:2IA hydrogels meet the requirements as soft scaffolds for load-bearing soft tissue regeneration since they match the biological stiffness of cartilage (E ca. 24 kPa) and are close to the stress that natural cartilage would experience in the human body (i.e. from 5 to 10 MPa).

Cartilage tissue in the knee experiences continuous load-release compression cycles. Hence, to simulate such conditions, 10 consecutive cyclic compressions to 30% strain were performed to assess the ability of ALG/HA-SH:2IA hydrogels to dissipate energy, which is confirmed by the hysteresis between the loading and unloading curves (Fig. S12†). The maximum compressive stress achieved was shown to slightly increase after each cycle (from 63.0 kPa ± 12.4 kPa to 88.1 kPa ± 12.5 kPa for the 1st and 10th, respectively), whereas the Young’s moduli did not change significantly (from 80.8 kPa ± 15.5 kPa to 79.1 kPa ± 14.2 kPa for the 1st and 10th, respectively) (Fig. 2D). We believe that small amounts of water are expelled from the hydrogel after each cycle, which increases the polymer content of the system, thus affecting its mechanical performance. This response was also observed with samples that had been immersed in cell culture media for 4 days (Fig. 2D) and did not depend on the swelling of the hydrogel.

At this point, and to determine the mechanical properties of ALG/HA-SH:2IA hydrogels in situ when immersed in cell culture media, we carried out dynamic mechanical analysis...
Mechanical properties of ALG/HA-SH:yne click-hydrogels. Representative compressive stress–strain curves recorded for ALG/HA-SH:21A after being immersed in cell culture media at 37 °C for (A) 24 hours (n = 9) and (B) 21 days (n = 7), thus highlighting the reproducibility of the manufacturing process and hydrogel performance. (C) Evolution of the Young’s moduli (bars, left axis) displayed by ALG/HA-SH:yne click-hydrogels (n = 10) with immersion time in cell culture media at 37 °C and the swelling factor (SF, symbols right axis). (D) Evolution of the Young’s moduli (bars, left axis) and compressive stress at 30% strain (symbols, right axis) with the cycle number for ALG/HA-SH:21A click-hydrogels (n = 10) as prepared (0 day) and after being immersed in cell culture media at 37 °C for four days. (E) Evolution of the complex modulus (E*) with time for ALG/HA-SH:21A click-hydrogels immersed in cell culture media at 37 °C. (F) Images of HA-SH:21A (left) and ALG/HA-SH:21A (right) click-hydrogels after compression to 70% of the initial height. As can be observed that HA-SH:21A system is brittle and not able to withstand such compression, being completely destroyed between the compression circular plates, as opposed to ALG/HA-SH:21A, which still retains its mechanical stability.

(DMA) experiments. Specifically, uniaxial compression was performed in stress strain mode with a displacement setting of 10% for 18 h at a frequency of 1 Hz at 37 °C on hydrogels (n = 3) that had equilibrated in cell culture media for four days at 37 °C. The complex modulus (E*), which sums both the storage (E′, elastic response of a material) and the loss (E″, viscous response of a material) modulus of the mechanical response, remained stable within the time window tested (Fig. 2E), which indicates that the click-hydrogel efficiently retained its initial performance after a continuous load-release compression event. Indeed, E* increased only by 15% after such amount of time (18 h).

Additionally, not only did the alginate-based IPN improve the mechanical performance of the HA-based click-hydrogel, but it also modified the viscoelastic properties, as determined by rheological characterization (Fig. 3). The storage modulus (G′), which accounts for the material’s ability to store energy elastically under shear, was monitored by running frequency sweeps (Fig. S13†), and it was found to be 3.0 ± 0.26 kPa and 70 ± 6.9 kPa for HA-SH:21A and ALG/HA-SH:21A, respectively, which indicates that ALG/HA-SH:21A is a much stiffer hydrogel scaffold (Fig. 3A). In line with this, cryo-SEM images also evidenced the stiffer nature of the ALG/HA-SH:21A hydrogels by the smaller size (2.3 ± 0.9 µm in contrast to 27.0 ± 11.0 µm) of the deformations created by the ice crystals when there was a higher polymer content and the presence of a dual polymeric network that resulted from the hydrogel network being stiffer (Fig. 4 and Fig. S14†). Moreover, G′ decreased down to 30 ± 3.4 kPa for ALG/HA-SH:21A after being immersed in cell culture media for four days (Fig. 3A). When submitted to amplitude sweep tests, the high G′ values obtained for ALG/HA-SH:21A hydrogels remained stable during almost the whole amplitude range, only yielding at strain values higher than 4% (Fig. 3B).

In comparison to gelatin-based hydrogels cross-linked with the thiol–yne click reaction,50 ALG/HA-SH:21A hydrogels display higher stiffness values and longer stability in aqueous media. Under physiological conditions, our system closely simulates the biomechanics of the cartilage microenvironment, which is of vital importance considering that hydrogel stiffness influences cell viability after encapsulation, as well as increases ECM production.51

Hydrogels generally tend to swell when immersed in aqueous solutions. As the volume increases, their mechanical performance changes, which compromises their application in a biological context. To assess the swelling response of our click-hydrogels, samples were immersed in different aqueous solutions at 37 °C under mild shaking. In PBS, ALG/HA-SH:21A hydrogels swelled up sharply to 198% ± 5.3% after 7 days, before beginning to lose weight, which resulted in an unstable material that was difficult to handle (Fig. S7B†). We ascribed
such response to the ion exchange between Ca²⁺ and the Na⁺ ions present in the PBS buffer, which ultimately weakens the ion cross-linked network. However, as long as calcium ions are present in the solution, this negative effect is prevented (Fig. S15†). It is important to note that alginate-only hydrogels swelled considerably (ca. 274% ± 11.8%) and were completely dissolved after 11 days of immersion (Fig. S15†) in PBS + 0.1 M Ca²⁺. In those same conditions, ALG/HA-SH:2₁₈ hydrogels retained their stability. Hence, in our ALG/HA-SH:2₁₈ hydrogels, the thiol-yne network essentially provides a potential biological function to the system and is required to slow down the degradation of the hydrogel and render a scaffold stable for almost 7 weeks in cell culture media (1.8 mM Ca²⁺) (Fig. 5A).

We next explored the swelling response and long-term stability of ALG/HA-SH:2₁₈ hydrogels mimicking as close as possible the Ca²⁺ concentration of an in vivo situation, where a Ca²⁺ concentration higher than 10 mM for long periods is considered cytotoxic.⁵² ALG/HA-SH:2₁₈ hydrogels were immersed in Ringer’s solution (i.e. 7.2 g L⁻¹ NaCl and 0.37 g L⁻¹ KCl) with an initial concentration of 0.3 g L⁻¹ CaCl₂, i.e. 2.7 mM Ca²⁺. The clinical use of Ringer’s solution involves therapeutic procedures, such as arthroscopic lavage in the case of septic arthritis. At the 7th and 14th day of immersion, the Ca²⁺ concentration was increased up to 0.44 g L⁻¹ CaCl₂ (i.e. 4 mM Ca²⁺) and 0.88 g L⁻¹ CaCl₂ (i.e. 8 mM Ca²⁺), respectively. After 60 days, the SF reached a value of 107.1% ± 6.8%, which allows for an “expansion fit” of the hydrogel to fill the void space in the joint, with the hydrogels retaining their mechanical integrity (Fig. 5B). The balance between the hydrophilic alginate and the hydrophobic thiol-yne cross-linking sites present in the ALG/HA-SH:2₁₈ network, as well as the Ca²⁺ concentration, adequately slowed down the hydrolytic degradation of the system.

Finally, we assessed the swelling response of ALG/HA-SH:2₁₈ hydrogels mimicking a situation with enzymatic degradation. HAse was added to a Ringer’s solution (8 mM Ca²⁺) at varying concentrations (i.e. 100 U mL⁻¹, 50 U mL⁻¹, or 10 U mL⁻¹). After 34 days at 37 °C, the mass loss for ALG/HA-SH:2₁₈ hydrogels was determined to be 21.4 ± 10.2%, 64.1
centrated solution (100 U mL\(^{-1}\)) and it was faster for the more concentrated solution (100 U mL\(^{-1}\)). After 8 days in solution, the degradation of the hydrogels followed a similar general trend regardless of the concentration of HAse employed, and, even though only ca. 40% of the weight remained, the mechanical integrity of the click-hydrogels was stable enough to allow for their handling. This behaviour is in good agreement with the fact that the activation center of HA enzymatic biodegradation is found in the carboxylic acid groups in the β-glucoronic acid units, which were being blocked as a consequence of the functionalization of HA with the thiol-containing group via EDC coupling. Such biodegradation rate is anticipated to allow the click-hydrogels to degrade while new tissue is forming. Overall, these results represent a major improvement in comparison to previous works\(^{13,34,54-56}\) where HA-based hydrogels subjected to HAse degradation were only stable for shorter periods, between 24 h\(^{54}\) and 14 days.\(^{55}\)

Once satisfied with the mechanical performance of our click-hydrogels, we assessed their potential for biomedical applications by evaluating the cytotoxicity of the degradation products in the first instance. To that end, ALG/HA-SH:yn blend hydrogels were immersed in 5 mL of cell culture media for 35 days at 37 °C under mild shaking. After that time, MC3T3 cells (osteoblast precursor cell line derived from mouse calvaria) were then cultured for 72 h with the incubated cell media, and their metabolic activity was tested with PrestoBlue® (Fig. 6A). The degradation products caused (i.e. condition 1) ca. 20–30% cell death, without any dilution which decreased with the dilution factor regardless of the composition (i.e. the alkyne precursor used). Overall, the degradation products from all three systems displayed some level of cytotoxicity, albeit only minimal; specifically, ALG/HA-SH:21A hydrogels exhibited the highest cell viability, thus further confirming the suitability of this system as a biocompatible cell matrix.

To evaluate the suitability of our click-hydrogels as 3D scaffolds, human MSCs (Y201 \(\text{hTERT-immortalized human clonal MSCs}\)^\(^7\)) were encapsulated within the ALG/HA-SH:21A hydrogel networks before gelation. Cell viability was assessed with AlamarBlue® metabolic assay (Fig. 6B) and live-dead fluorescent staining (Fig. 7) at different time points. After 21 days of incubation, ALG/HA-SH:21A click-hydrogels exhibited cell viability higher than 81% ± 6.0%, a value that is not significantly different from time 48 h (92% ± 7.3%). Hence, although cell viability does decline slightly at time points 72 h and 7 days, cell growth is being sustained for the whole incubation period (Fig. 6B). This trend is consistent with numerous 3D culture experiments reported in the literature, including studies with alginate gels, where encapsulated cells do not show evidence of significant proliferation but cell viability is maintained with time, thus indicating good cytocompatibility of the 3D scaffolds.\(^{22,38,59}\)

In contrast, HA-SH:21A click-hydrogels showed high cytotoxicity with time and, after 21 days, ca. 80% ± 4.2% of the cells were dead (Fig. 6B). In our case, we mainly ascribe the high cytocompatibility of ALG/HA-SH:21A click-hydrogels to the presence of alginate. As previously discussed, we hypothesized that the alginate chains slow down the gelation process of the dense HA-SH:21A network, thereby allowing for a more efficient cross-linking. Consequently, fewer alkyne functional groups remain unreacted, thus reducing the risk of cleavage during hydrolysis, which releases propiolic acid, a highly cytotoxic compound (Fig. S16†).\(^{60}\) Overall, not only does alginate substantially improve the mechanical performance of the click-hydrogels, it also plays an important role in enhancing the biocompatibility of the system.

In conclusion, exploiting adaptable mechanisms and natural polymers guides the design of the next generation of biomaterials. This work demonstrates how combining the advantages of two polysaccharide-based networks and the efficiency and rapid nature of the thiol-yne click chemistry reaction yields hydrogels with superior performance. ALG/
HA-SH:21A click-hydrogels displayed excellent mechanical features, sustaining high compressive loads even after being immersed in cell culture media for three weeks, while simultaneously retaining all the key properties required for a soft 3D scaffold, i.e. injectability, long-term stability, adequate stiffness, and cytocompatibility. In our system, such promising performance is only achievable when the three components of the system (i.e. HA, alginate, and thiol-yne click chemistry) are present. Overall, we envisage the biocompatible matrices prepared by this strategy as promising 3D cell culture systems to support and promote soft tissue regeneration. Further studies will be required to demonstrate the utility of ALG/HA-SH:21A click-hydrogels to support chondrogenesis and hence find clinical application.
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